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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this project is to create a self-aligning platform for solar panels for better 
utilization of the renewable solar energy source that is available. The difference between 
present self-aligning solutions and the proposed one is its two repositioning modes to 
find the optimal position which implies higher efficiency in terms of harnessing the solar 
energy. The movement is based on two axes rotation. 

The objective is to compare the final prototype with a stationary support structure, 
which will demonstrate an improved efficiency with the self-aligning platform. The 
achieved results demonstrate a slight improvement in efficiency. 

This report has the purpose to explain how the construction work during the project has 
been done and, at the same time, the result of a Bachelor’s degree project in 
Mechatronics at The Royal Institute of Technology. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 
Syftet med detta projekt är att skapa en självjusterande plattform för solpaneler som 
bättre utnyttjar den förnyelsebara solenergi som finns tillgänglig. Skillnaden mot 
nuvarande självjusterande lösningar är dess två positioneringsfaser för att finna den 
optimala positioneringen vilket resulterar i en högre verkningsgrad. Positioneringen är 
baserad på två axlig rotation. 

Avsikten är att jämföra den slutgiltiga prototypen med en stationär konstruktion vilket 
kommer att påvisa en ökad effektivitet med den självjusterande konstruktionen. 
Resultatet som har uppnåtts demonstrerar en marginell förbättring i verkningsgrad. 

Den här rapporten har som avsikt att avhandla hur konstruktionsarbetet har utförts 
under projektetarbetet och är på samma gång resultatet av ett kandidatexamensarbete 
inom mekatronik vid Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
The abbreviations that are used in this thesis will be listed and explained here.  

Abbreviations 

SASP Self-Aligning Solar Panel 

AIO Analog Input/Output 

DIO Digital Input/Output 

EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory 

CAD Computer-aided design 

ADC Analog to Digital Converter 

LiPo Lithium polymer battery 

GUI Graphical User Interface 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the background, purpose, scope  and method for the performed thesis. 

1.1 Background 

The sun is a possible renewable resource for energy that is not being used at its full 
potential[1], mainly because present market solutions is not yet competitive with the 
fossil energy sources used today, in terms of efficiency. However, the usage of solar 
panels is increasing [2], and therefore it is important that the solar panel efficiency 
increases as well. Improving the technology in the solar panel itself is one way to 
achieve this, but the surrounding equipment can be improved as well. By making the 
solar panel self-aligning, the energy from the direct beam of sunlight can be harnessed 
more efficiently. This is particularly important further away from the earth’s equator, 
because the required angle to align perpendicular to the sun is higher and varies more 
during the seasons [3]. 

Similar technologies have been researched in both small and large scale. Projects 
focusing in movement based on multiple small solar panels have demonstrated a 
positive result [4]. Large enterprise solutions are available as well where Siemens have 
technology for self-aligning solar grids with a lot of sensors and advanced controllers 
[5]. 

1.2 Purpose 

The aim of this project is to create a self-aligning platform for better utilization of a solar 
panel. The purpose is to compare the self-aligning platform to a stationary one and see if 
there are any benefits from using such a platform. If there are any improvements on the 
efficiency these would also be analyzed in terms of profitability in net energy. 

1.3 Scope 

The project focuses only to make changes on the supporting structure of the solar panel, 
but no changes on the solar panel module itself. It follows the sun throughout the day 
when it’s sunny enough based on the readings from photoresistors. When this mode is 
inaccurate it will fall back to analyzing the voltage output from the solar panel and move 
accordingly.  

The alignment of the construction should only be dependent on the sun itself and 
without any adjustment when transferred to a new location. The finished prototype will 
have physical limitations to be able to operate in all conditions worldwide. The 
underlying technology will be scalable and implementable to systems of different sizes 
and other geographical locations. 
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1.4 Method 

To establish the right approach and evaluate if the project is possible to accomplish, 
fundamental research about similar projects and hardware is required. Components like 
different types of stepper motors, photoresistors and solar panels are evaluated and 
determined. 

To start the testing phase of the project the required components are purchased.. The 
tests are based around two different positioning modes for the SASP. The first mode 
involved reading values from photoresistors to evaluate which direction the stepper 
motors would rotate while the second mode is based on reading the output from the 
solar panel. 

The software is developed in parallel to the hardware development. When more 
substantial circuits are formed it also demands more advanced software to control it. 

Much of the time is also invested in the mechanical construction to support all the 
components. The entire construction is designed in CAD in order to visualize the 
proportion of the prototype before it is manufactured. 

When the construction is finalized and the components are assembled, a substantial 
amount of calibration and adjustments are needed for the prototype to function as 
desired before the final testing can begin. 

Final testing 
To achieve the purpose that is stated in section 1.2 a series of tests needs to be 
performed. This involved measuring the daily output from the SASP in two sections: 

 Measuring the output from the SASP in a stationary mode 
 Measuring the output from the SASP in a self-aligning mode  

However, there are some factors that could influence and disturb the results in a 
negative way: 

 The daily hours of sunshine 
 Daily cloudiness  
 Average temperature and humidity 
 Wind speed and direction 

These factors need to be in an acceptable interval from each other during the tests to 
achieve comparable results.  

When the SASP is tested in stationary mode there are some settings that need to be 
implemented for maximized output. The solar panels main axis needed to be fixed in a 
southern alignment because the test is performed on the northern hemisphere. The test 
is performed during spring, therefore the pitch axis needed to be properly adjusted 
according to 33 degrees [3]. 
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2   THEORY 
This chapter presents the basic theory about the components that are relevant to this 
project. 

2.1 Solar panel 

The two main types of solar panels that are used today are the solar thermal collectors 
that can be used for heating water and the solar panels that utilize the photovoltaic 
effect. The latter kind started to appear on practical devices in the 1950s and had a big 
development in the 1960s with the expanding space industry [3]. The satellites 
demanded a renewable power supply and these solar panels solved this by generating 
electricity by converting light energy [3]. This is achieved by a semiconducting material 
that absorbs photons from the ingoing sunlight which excites the electrons in the 
semiconducting material and releases them from their current molecular/atomic bond. 
The semiconducting material consists of two layers, a positive layer (p-type) and a 
negative layer (n-type). These layers have different electric chemical energy which 
creates a potential difference between them. This enables the excited electrons to move 
in only one direction which creates the useful direct current electricity.  This is 
illustrated in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Photovoltaic effect [6] 

In this category there are two main types of solar panels, the monocrystalline and the 
polycrystalline and their advantages and disadvantages are compared in Table 1. 

Table 1. Monocrystalline versus Polycrystalline 

 Monocrystalline Polycrystalline  

Advantages ● Highest efficiency 
● Space efficient 
● Long lifespan 
● Better in low-light 

● Simpler, cheaper and less waste 
in the manufacturing process 

● Lower heat tolerance 
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Disadvantages ● Most expensive 
● Sensitive for dirt 
● Much waste in the 

manufacturing 

● Lower efficiency 
● Space demanding 

The monocrystalline solar cells are manufactured of high purity silicon that can be seen 
in Figure 2. The cylindrical shaped parts are cut and placed into a square like formation 
which makes it easy to recognize. One single sample makes up one cell and gives it an 
even dark coloring. 

 
Figure 2. Monocrystalline solar cell 

Polycrystalline cells, shown in Figure 3. Polycrystalline solar cell, have lower levels of 
silicone and are cheaper. One cell contains a mixture of many small crystals from 
different samples. It gives a different coloring and a grain effect. 

 
Figure 3. Polycrystalline solar cell 

The efficiency of most commercial solar panels varies between 11 - 15%[7]. Factors that 
dictate the efficiency are: 

 Temperature: When the temperature rises, the solar panel efficiency decreases. 
 Lifetime: The efficiency degrades a small factor over time. 
 Maintenance: Dust that covers the solar cells lowers the efficiency. 
 Orientation: For optimum efficiency the solar panel needs to be perfectly aligned 

with the sun. 
 Shade/cloud coverage: Cloud or shade blocks the sunlight and lowers the 

efficiency. 
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2.2 Photoresistor 

A photoresistor, or photocell, is a variable resistor that reacts to light. When light 
intensity increases, the resistance in the photoresistor decreases by a phenomenon 
called photoconductivity [8]. This phenomenon works by an increased electrical 
conductivity in the material when it absorbs the electromagnetic radiation from a light 
source. 

The biggest advantages are that the units are small, cheap and easy to work with. Some 
downsides are its inaccuracy and slow readings with high variations. Thus it is more 
suitable to detect the changes in light intensity rather than accurate light readings. 
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3 DEMONSTRATOR 
This chapter describes the developed prototype and the working process that is used to 
achieve it. 

3.1 Problem formulation 

The engineering problem is to construct a platform which will make the utilization of 
the solar panel more effective. 

The solar panel platform should have the following features: 

● Two axes rotation. 
The SASP needs to align itself with the sun to maximize the output. The first axle 
is the main axle for the direction of the support frame. The second axle is for the 
pitch angle that tilts the panel. 
 

● Construction suitable for outdoor environment. 
The SASP has to be stable and robust to withstand stronger wind without 
external anchoring. 
 

● Repositioning based on photoresistors value. 
The SASP makes small incremental movements to best align with sun when all 
resistors have the same value. 
 

● Repositioning based on an output voltage from a solar panel. 
The SASP rotates both axes to make a full scan of the celestial sphere, remembers 
where the highest output is and then adjusts itself to that position. 
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3.2 Software 

The software is designed specifically for the SASP with support by examples from the 
internet. As mentioned in 3.1, there are two different modes of measuring the optimal 
position. 

Startup 
The program starts with making a full scan of the sky, reading the output voltage from 
the solar panel and then aligns it to the direction with the highest output. This is the 
same approach as in mode 2. If the sun is clear and the values from the photoresistors 
are high enough to be accurate, the software will use mode 1. If it is cloudy or other 
sources of disturbances causes the photoresistors to have low values it will not be 
possible to have accurate data from these for the aligning and the SASP will continue 
with mode 2. This is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. Startup program 
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Mode 1 
The first and fastest mode will use four photoresistors and continuously compare their 
individual values. It will only make small incremental adjustments to the positioning of 
the solar panel. The placement of these photoresistors is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. The placements of photoresistors 

The two units on the sides, A and B, are used for the positioning of the main axis and the 
two on the top and bottom, C and D, for the pitch axis. To find the optimal position the 
main axis will rotate to the direction of the unit, A or B, with the highest value until the 
difference between A and B are inside a desired interval. The same procedure will follow 
for the pitch axis but based on C and D. This will run as long as the values are high 
enough for reliable readings and the fall back to mode 2. This is illustrated in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 6. Repositioning mode 1 
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Mode 2 
The second mode is a slower and thorough method where the output voltage of the solar 
panel is measured while SASP rotates on both axes and does a full scan of the sky. This is 
accomplished by rotating the axes in the following order until the pitch axis is 90 
degrees: 

 Main  360 degrees clockwise 
 Pitch 18 degrees clockwise 
 Main  360 degrees counterclockwise 
 Pitch  18 degrees  clockwise 

 
SASP remembers the position with highest output and then aligns accordingly. It stays 
there for the set time interval and then evaluates if mode 1 is reliable in the same way as 
during the startup. Mode 2 is illustrated in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Repositioning mode 2 
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3.3 Electronics 

The solar panel platform is based on multiple electrical components. These are 
combined in several ways to achieve the objectives stated in section 3.1.  A block 
diagram of these components and how they are connected are shown in Figure 4.  

 
Figure 8. Block diagram of the electrical components 

Arduino 

The Arduino Mega 2560, see Figure 9. An Arduino Mega microcontroller, is an open-
source microcontroller board with a strong community online. It is based on an 
ATmega2560 microcontroller and has a series of both analog and digital input and 
output pins which can be controlled individually. Programing is easily achieved with the 
C language and transferred from a computer with the USB port. It is possible to power 
devices and sensors through the Arduino which is powered from either USB or an 
external power source. An Arduino Mega is shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. An Arduino Mega microcontroller 
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The Mega model is chosen based on its increased number of I/O pins, 16 analog and 54 
digital, and also that there is an extended 4 Kbyte of permanent local storage of type 
EEPROM available on the board. These properties are key characteristics for this project 
because the Arduino is the central unit. It manages the readings of all sensors, controls 
the motors based on the programmed logic and also stores the data on its onboard 
memory [9]. 

Photoresistors 
As mentioned in section 3.2, the photoresistors will be used to read the current level of 
light in the surrounding environment. This project uses multiple photoresistors to 
reposition the platform by reading their individual values. 

Since the first positioning mode is solely relying on the photoresistors it is important to 
achieve an accurate reading that is as accurate as possible. Therefore it is of great 
importance to place these photoresistors at an optimum position.  

The SASP uses four units of photoresistors, one on each side of the solar panel, to 
determine the repositioning. This way it is possible to secure the correct direction. The 
top and bottom units give input to the pitch axis and the left and right gives input to the 
main axis. A figure of the placement was shown in Figure 5. 

Stepper motors  

To align the SASP with the sun and optimize the output, the two rotational axes requires 
a way to power the rotating movements and trace where and when the axes will rotate. 
Servo motors has the ability to achieve this but lacks the accuracy needed. Stepper 
motors however have a greater accuracy and are therefore better suited for this type of 
project. 

A stepper motor is basically a spinning magnet. There are numerous electromagnets 
around the center axle which is magnetized in a specific pattern of electrical pulses. This 
creates the mechanical movement that rotates the center axle. The motor can therefore 
move in steps when an electric pulse is received. By keeping track of the number of 
received input pulses, the stepper motor can be accurately controlled in an open loop, 
which means that no feedback information is necessary. 

There are two varieties of permanent magnet stepper motors. A unipolar stepper motor 
which have a complex winding design that do not require reversing the polarity of the 
electromagnets for the center axle to rotate, therefore no drive electronics is needed. 
The bipolar stepper motor has a simpler design, see Figure 10, however it requires drive 
electronics like a H-bridge control circuit to operate. 
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Figure 10. The coils in a bipolar stepper motor 

The SASP uses one bipolar stepper motors for each rotating axis. The stepper motors are 
configured to use full step rotation which means that they have a resolution of 200 steps 
per revolution or 1,8 degrees per steps. The coils of the stepper motors are therefore 
programmed to receive an electrical pulse in specific sequences shown in Table 2. It is 
possible to align the SASP in smaller steps but no further accuracy is needed [10]. 

Table 2. Step sequence of stepper motors 

Steps 1 2 3 4 

Coil 1 1 1 0 0 

Coil 2 0 0 1 1 

Coil 3 1 0 0 1 

Coil 4 0 1 1 0 
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Driver for stepper motors 

The two stepper motors requires drive electronics to function properly. Therefore the 
SASP uses two L298N Dual H-Bridge Motor Controller, see Figure 11, one for each 
stepper motor. This enables feeding the stepper motors with a higher current than the 
Arduino's digital pins can provide, which only have an output of only 40 mA. The digital 
pins are still used as control signals but the main supply is from the Arduino’s output pin 
[11]. 

 
Figure 11. Keyes L298N H-Bridge 

Solar panel 

The SASP uses a monocrystalline solar panel due to the higher efficiency compared to a 
polycrystalline panel and the chosen panel have an efficiency of 15-15.2%. The solar 
panel is partly for demonstration purposes, but is also used as a measuring instrument 
during the second positioning mode. In this mode the solar panels output is 
continuously compared with the previous achieved peak output value until the entire 
celestial sphere is controlled. The highest achieved output from the solar panel is then 
stored for the SASP to reposition itself [12]. 

Voltage divider 

During the second positioning mode, the SASP requires to continuously measure the 
output voltage from the solar panel to determine the where the optimum placement is 
located. The output voltage from the solar panel reaches over 10 volts, and since the 
analog pins on Arduino is only able to read up to 5 volts, a voltage divider is required to 
step down the voltage to readable level, see Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12. Schematic of a voltage divider 
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The Arduino receives the stepped down voltage through an ADC [13] which returns a 
value between 0 - 1023. The voltage is then calculated with  

 
5

1024
out sensV V    (1.1) 

where Vout is the stepped down voltage and Vsens is the measured value from the 
sensor. The solar panel output voltage is then calculated through 

 1 2

2

in out

R R
V V

R


    (1.2) 

which is the general voltage divider formula[14]. Where R1 = 2 kohm and R2 = 1kohm 
are the two resistors used to divide the voltage and Vin is the output solar panel voltage.  

With (1.2) and the resistors provided, the circuit current and wattage can be determined 
through ohm's law and as well as the amount of wattage hours delivered by the solar 
panel.  

Circuit board 

The voltage divider is put on a circuit board that is created specifically for this project. 
On the same card are branches for connectors from the Arduino and also resistors for 
the photoresistors. 

Power supply 

The battery used to supply the project with power is a LiPo battery with 3 cells from 
Turnigy. It has a voltage of 11.1 and the capacity of 2200mAh. It is a well-known battery 
used in many remote controlled vehicles [15]. 
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3.4 Hardware and mechanical design 

The mechanical construction will be presented here together with a detailed explanation 
of the different parts seen in Figure 13. 
 

 
Figure 13. Overview of the mechanical construction 

 
Support frame 
The support frame, see Figure 13, is assembled from three individual 2 mm thick water 
cut aluminum sheet metal pieces. The engine mount for the stepper motor and clearance 
holes for the pitch axle and main axle have been drilled out. 
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Pitch axle 

The pitch axle is an aluminum rod with a 10 mm diameter that enables rotational 
movements around the pitch axis. The solar panel is attached to the pitch axle with two 
3D-printed mountings seen in Figure 14. The pitch movement is enabled by a belt drive 
that is connected to a stepper motor. 

 
Figure 14. Overview of the pitch axle 

 
Main axle 
The main axle handles all the rotating movements. The axle is made in aluminum and is 
lathed to fit a bearing house with two axial ball bearings, this is seen in Figure 15. A 
similar construction as the pitch axle is applied on the main axle, where there is a belt 
drive that connects the main axle to a stepper motor.  

 

Figure 15. Main axle and bearing house 
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Baseplate 
The baseplate takes up the load from main axle, support frame, solar panel and pitch 
axle. As stated in 3.1 a robustness requirement is needed, so unlike the other parts the 
baseplate is water cut from a 3mm steel plate. For support and stability it has four 30 
mm legs of aluminum which hold up the construction. 

Plastic baseplate 
Underneath the steel baseplate is a plate made of acrylic glass which is cut with laser. Its 
purpose is to hold the electronics in place and for fasten the cables. 

Hardware summary 
The prototype is done in a small scale. This makes the required strength support and 
robustness less important. The frame, shown in Figure 7, is able to turn 360 degrees 
around its rotating axis and has 90 degrees pitch angle. A weight requirement is needed 
on the rotating parts to ease the load on the stepper motors. A bill of materials is 
presented in Table 3. Bill of materials. 

Table 3. Bill of materials 

Pcs Description 

1 Arduino Mega 

2 Keyes L298 Driver 

2 Stepper motor 

4 Photoresistor 

1 2 kohm resistor 

5 1 kohm resistor 

36 M3 screw with variable length 

4 M8 screw 

4 Belt gear 

2 Belt 

2 Solar panel mount 

2 Axial lock 
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3.5 Results 

The amount of seconds with sunlight per hour, on the selected day for testing, is shown 
in Figure 16  

 
Figure 16. Amount of sunlight on the test day[16] 

To simulate a normal stationary construction the SASP had its normal software turned 
off and ran a simple version of the program that only reads the voltage from the solar 
panel and calculates the wattage in the same way as with the other modes. The results 
are shown in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Diagram of the stationary mode test 

To run the test for mode 2 the software was configured to bypass mode 1. The wait time 
between scan cycles were set to 15 minutes and the results are shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Diagram of the mode 2 test 

To evaluate the difference between these setups the data for the calculated watt-hours 
are combined in the graph shown in Figure 19. The stationary mode collected 2.14 Wh 
while positioning mode 2 collected 2.23 Wh in the same amount of time. 

 
Figure 19. Diagram with comparison of Watt-hours 
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Here the results are discussed and then analyzed with the respect to the purpose that was 
set in section 1.2. 

4.1 Discussion 

The final testing was not as successful as desired but fulfilled the purpose in terms of 
acquiring results. There is however some uncertainties and irregularities that needs to 
be addressed.  

Oversized stepper motors 
The stepper motors provided for this project were greatly oversized and therefore 
drained a lot of the supplied power. This means that even if the results were positive in 
terms of generated solar energy, the total net energy is negative because of the power 
drain from the stepper motors. To be able to achieve a positive net energy a low current 
motor is required e.g. a low current stepper motor [17]. 

Effectiveness of scanning algorithm  
The algorithm for the second positioning mode were designed for simple 
implementation to the SASP and be able to operate everywhere without any further 
modifications. However it is not the most sustainable and efficient way for repositioning. 
As mentioned in section 3.2 the existing method examines the entire celestial sphere for 
the optimum output. This depletes unnecessary energy from the power supply making 
the SASP operational for a shorter amount of time. A more efficient solution would be to 
examine the celestial sphere once during an initiation phase and after that only check 
nearby positions and move accordingly. With this solution the stepper motors would not 
rotate in any long periods of time and thereby use less amount of energy.  

Test parameters and time interval 
Due to several component failures and lack of weather with good parameters, the final 
testing that was performed did not proceed in the time interval that was desired at first. 
This makes it difficult to evaluate if the achieved result is successful or not. Ideally the 
performed test would continuously proceed during weeks or even months to be able to 
accurately determine the results. However a test of this scale would put large demands 
on the construction and the available resources for this project is not enough. 

Inaccuracy of photoresistors 
The first positioning mode solely relied on photoresistors to find the optimum position, 
see section 3.2. This method did not get implemented during the final test due to the fact 
that the solar panel outperformed the photoresistors in terms of responsiveness. It 
might be possible to improve the photoresistors performance by optimizing the 
algorithm used for this positioning mode. However because of time limitations this did 
not get implemented. 

4.2 Conclusions 

The results are positive in terms of generated electricity but also taking into account the 
energy consumption, it is clearly not sufficient to make the net energy generated from 
the solar panel positive. With that in mind it is not profitable with this self-aligning 
solution for solar panels. 
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5 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

During the project there were ideas that did not get implemented and problems that could 
have been avoided. This will be further explained in this chapter. 

5.1 Recommendations 

Increase power supply 
The LiPo battery pack provided for this project is insufficient to power the SASP for a 
longer period of time. This is mainly because of the oversized stepper motors, see 
section 4.1. A bigger battery pack would make the SASP able to achieve a greater 
operational time. 

Graphical user interface 

A GUI would provide the user with a detailed visualization of the stored data. This 
includes statistics of the generated energy, voltage and current.     

Simplicity of mechanical construction 
All of the hardware, see section 3.4, were designed and manufactured during the project 
specifically for the SASP. This took a lot of time and in the end may have affected the 
result. During the construction most of the time is spent on making the parts simpler, 
increase their functionality and also make manufacturing more easily. The main axle for 
instance was iterated forth until it was easy enough to manufacture and assemble with 
increased function, see Figure 20. This approach is proven to be useful during the entire 
construction phase of the project. 

 
Figure 20. Simplification of the main axle 
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5.2 Future work 

During the project's research phase there are so many ideas that are not implemented 
due to time shortage. So many thoughts have been put on possible extensions of what 
the SASP could be. 

Self-sustaining module 

The initial idea for the SASP was to create a self-sustaining module that would not only 
measure the generated solar energy, but also use it to charge the power supply via a 
battery regulator. The SASP would thereby not require any external power source but 
the battery itself. When a situation arrives where there is low output from the solar 
panel voltage e.g. during nighttime or with high cloud coverage, the SASP would enter a 
power saving mode and check for the optimum position on a less frequent interval. 

Operational worldwide 

The search algorithms that the SASP uses is coordinate independent, which means that 
the SASP will always find the optimum position despite its location. However the 
construction is not optimum. If the solar panel platform should be suitable for more 
extreme operating areas, the entire construction should have a high degree of protection 
to make it compatible with all weather and also be able to resist dust and dirt. This 
involves a built in construction with encapsulated circuits and gaskets for waterproofing 
purposes. 

Extension into weather station 

With some further modifications, the SASP could measure and store various different 
parameters such as wind speed, temperature and air pressure. With extended functions 
like WiFi or Bluetooth and additional memory the SASP could store and communicate 
values to the user, making it a simple weather station.  

Large scale implementation 

If the SASP would be implemented on a large scale test, a more solid mechanical 
construction is needed to support the added weight.  
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APPENDIX A: SOFTWARE CODE 

 

 ////////////Rotation clockwise////////////// 

void clockwise(int stepper,int maxstep, int measure) { 

  int steps = 0; 

    int in1; 

    int in2; 

    int in3; 

    int in4; 

 

  if (stepper == 1){  //Set parameters for rotationaxis     

    in1 = in11; 

    in2 = in21; 

    in3 = in31; 

    in4 = in41; 

    } 

  else if (stepper == 2){  //Set parameters for pitchaxis  

    in1 = in12; 

    in2 = in22; 

    in3 = in32; 

    in4 = in42; 

    } 

     

  while (steps < maxstep)   {  //Stepsequence until target reach 

   

    digitalWrite(in1, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in2, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in3, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in4, 0); 

    delay(pausecoil); 

    steps ++;    

     

    digitalWrite(in1, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in2, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in3, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in4, 1); 

    delay(pausecoil);   

    steps ++; 

 

    digitalWrite(in1, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in2, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in3, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in4, 1); 

    delay(pausecoil); 

     steps ++; 

 

    digitalWrite(in1, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in2, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in3, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in4, 0); 

    delay(pausecoil);   

    steps ++; 

 

   if (stepper == 1){        //Add current rotation position 

      rotvalue = rotvalue + 4; 
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    } 

   else if(stepper == 2){    //Add current pitch position 

      pitchvalue = pitchvalue + 4; 

    } 

 

    if (measure == 1){      //Measure paneloutput if required 

      panelvalue(rotvalue,pitchvalue); 

     } 

    } 

} 

 

 ////////////Rotation clounterclockwise////////////// 

void counterclockwise(int stepper, int maxstep, int measure) { 

   

  int steps = 0; 

 

     

    int in1; 

    int in2; 

    int in3; 

    int in4; 

     

  if (stepper == 1){    //Set parameters for rotationaxis 

 

     

    in1 = in11; 

    in2 = in21; 

    in3 = in31; 

    in4 = in41; 

    } 

  else if (stepper == 2){  //Set parameters for pitchaxis 

 

     

    in1 = in12; 

    in2 = in22; 

    in3 = in32; 

    in4 = in42; 

    } 

     

  while (steps < maxstep)   { //Stepsequence until target reach 

  

    digitalWrite(in1, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in2, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in3, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in4, 0); 

    delay(pausecoil);   

    steps ++; 

 

    digitalWrite(in1, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in2, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in3, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in4, 1); 

    delay(pausecoil); 

    steps ++; 

 

    digitalWrite(in1, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in2, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in3, 0); 
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    digitalWrite(in4, 1); 

    delay(pausecoil);   

    steps ++; 

 

    digitalWrite(in1, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in2, 0); 

    digitalWrite(in3, 1); 

    digitalWrite(in4, 0); 

    delay(pausecoil); 

    steps ++; 

     

    if (stepper == 1){      //Add current rotation position 

      rotvalue = rotvalue - 4; 

      } 

    else if(stepper == 2){  //Add current pitch position 

      pitchvalue = pitchvalue - 4; 

      }     

     

    if (measure == 1){    //Measure paneloutput if required 

      panelvalue(rotvalue,pitchvalue); 

    } 

    } 

} 

 

//////////// Positioning mode 1: Photoresistors////////////// 

void measurelight()  { 

  while(1){ 

    // Read photoresistor values 

    LeftValue = analogRead(left);  

    RightValue = analogRead(right); 

    UpValue = analogRead(up); 

    DownValue = analogRead(down); 

               

      int lightreference = 5; // Reference for movement direction 

     

      //rotationsaxis 

     if(((LeftValue > light) || (RightValue > light))){ 

           

        if ((LeftValue - RightValue) > lightreference){ 

           clockwise(1,10,0); 

           delay(100); 

        } 

        else if ((RightValue - LeftValue) > lightreference ){ 

           counterclockwise(1,10,0); 

           delay(100); 

        } 

     }  

      // pitchaxis 

     else if(((UpValue > light) || (DownValue > light))){ 

          

        if ((UpValue - DownValue) > lightreference){ 

           clockwise(2,10,0); 

           delay(100); 

        } 

        else if ((DownValue - UpValue) > lightreference){ 

           counterclockwise(2,10,0); 

           delay(100); 

        }    
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      } 

     else{ 

        paneloutput(); // Measure panel output until low light levels 

        delay(300000); 

        if((LeftValue+RightValue+UpValue+DownValue) < 100){ 

        break; 

        } 

  } 

 } 

 } 

  /////////// Positioning mode 2; solar panel////////////// 

    void panelscan(){ 

        // Resets highest output and position 

        highrot = 0; 

        highpitch = 0; 

        highvalue = 0; 

         

        counterclockwise(2,pitchvalue,0);  // rerotate pitch axis from 

highest output 

        delay(1000); 

        counterclockwise(1,rotvalue,0);    // rerotate rotational axis 

from highest output 

        delay(1000); 

 

       

      while (pitchvalue < pitchsteps){            // Moving pattern 

untill pitch = 90 degrees 

          clockwise(1,rotsteps,1); 

          clockwise(2,20,1); 

          delay(100); 

          counterclockwise(1,rotsteps,1); 

          clockwise(2,20,1); 

        } 

        if (rotvalue<highrot){                     // Rotate clockwise 

to highest output: Rotation axis 

          int diffstep = (highrot - rotvalue); 

          clockwise(1,diffstep,0); 

          } 

        else if(rotvalue>highrot){                  // Rotate 

counterclockwise to highest output: Rotation axis 

          int diffstep = (highrot + rotvalue); 

          counterclockwise(1,diffstep,0); 

          } 

          

          if (pitchvalue>highpitch){                // Always rotate 

counterclockwise to highest output: Pitch axis 

            int pitchdiff = (pitchvalue - highpitch); 

            counterclockwise(2,pitchdiff,0); 

        

      // Measure panel output for 15 min until next reposition     

     long starttime = millis(); 

     long endtime = millis(); 

     while((endtime - starttime) < 900000){  // 900000 = 15 min 

       paneloutput(); 

       endtime = millis(); 

         } 

      } 
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APPENDIX B: CAD DRAFTS 
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